GIGS
SECURITY
LINE-UP GATE

GIGS Security
Line-up Gate
Material:

aluminum

Dimensions GIGS Line-up Gate:
(l x w x h): 1.25 x 1.80 x 1.18 m (49 x 71 x 46 in)
passage width: 0.50 m (20 in)
width of wheelchair gate: 0.80 (32 in)
weight: approx. 45.50 kg (without rails)
GIGS Double Line-up Gate:
1.25 x 1.80 x 1.18 m (49 x 71 x 46 in)
passage width: 2 x 0.50 (20 in)
width XXL: 1.20 m (47 in)
weight: 55 kg (121 lbs) (without rails)
GIGS Long Double Line-up Gate:
1.25 x 2.18 x 1.18 m (49 x 86 x 46 in)
passage width: 0.50 m (20 in)
weight: 59.00 - 79.50 kg (130 - 175 lb) (without rails)

Applications

Features - GIGS 1.20 Double Line-up Gate

GIGS Security Line-up Gates ensure safe and

GIGS 1.20 Double Line-up Gates are dual-function

controlled public access to high-traffic gatherings of

security gates, thanks to an extra broad aperture of

all types, from concerts and sporting events, to film

1.20 m (3 ft 11 in), compared to the standard model,

premieres and trade fairs. The system conforms to

and featuring double-sided, built-in ramps, and

all relevant international safety regulations.

secure locking doors, meaning they are also suitable
as as emergency exits. For extremely high-traffic

Features - GIGS Line-up Gate

events, we offer GIGS 1.20 with ballasts for even

GIGS Line-up Gates are modular by design and are

greater stability.

fully compatible with GIGS stage barriers. All units in
the GIGS series can be serially bolted together,

Optional Extras

guaranteeing safety and stability. The gates are

We also provide transportation, assembly and

particularly resistant to both frontal and lateral

disassembly. A wider version of the standard GIGS

pressure,

security

due

to

construction.
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CROWD CONTROL | GIGS Security Line-Up Gate
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01 GIGS Security Line-up Gates provide secure
and controlled audience admission, and are a
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complementary addition to general security barriers |
02 The system also serves as a visual orientation point
for visitors | 03 Crowd management of pedestrian
traffic at Rock am Ring, Germany | 04 The GIGS
Security Line-up Gate features a spacious 0.5 meter
wide passageway
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WHEREVER
YOU GO, WE
ARE THERE…

